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Abstract

Conversational Recommender Systems are001
known to benefit from explanations of why an002
entity is recommended. In this work, we imple-003
ment an attribute-based approach to generating004
such explanations, which we call AtCRS. We005
show that this approach is preferred by humans006
– making them feel more confident in the recom-007
mended item. We also show that attribute-first008
models provide benefits for automatic genera-009
tion: AtCRS generates fewer hallucinations and010
is more consistent with the previous conver-011
sation than current state-of-the-art end-to-end012
systems. The newly annotated StrAtData013
and the code used in this paper will be made014
available upon acceptance.015

1 Introduction016

Previous work on Conversational Recommender017

Systems (CRS) has highlighted the importance for018

these systems to explain their recommendations019

(e.g. Tintarev and Masthoff, 2011; Nunes and Jan-020

nach, 2017). For example, there is evidence that ex-021

planations can help users to make better and faster022

decisions (Gedikli et al., 2014) and that they in-023

crease user trust (Pu and Chen, 2006). In a similar024

vein, our work explores whether recommendation025

strategies that contain an explanation in the form026

of a shared attribute will increase user trust/ confi-027

dence compared to conventional recommendation028

strategies.029

In order to generate these recommendation strate-030

gies we explore current end-to-end models. Pre-031

vious approaches to generating recommendations032

for CRS implement two separate processes: a rec-033

ommendation module to predict preferred items034

and a conversation module to generate responses.035

Recently, Wang et al. (2022) proposed a unified036

method UniCRS using a prompt encoder to com-037

bine the entries from the external knowledge base038

with the history of the dialog. While this improves039

retrieval and word-overlap measures, it still leads to040

Context
Seeker: "Omg I love that movie Suicide Squad

(2016)"

Recommender: "I felt as if Suicide Squad (2016) was try-
ing too hard and isn’t as timeless as other
dc movies such as Man of Steel (2013) or
The Dark Knight (2008)"

Seeker: "Is that the one with Christian Bale? I love
him."

recOnly "Try Aquaman (2018)"
acknRec "Yeah same here. Have you seen Aqua-

man (2018) yet?"

recReason "It’s a really good movie! If you like
The Dark Knight (2008) you would love
Batman Begins (2005). It has Christian
Bale."

Hallucination: "Have you seen the movie Kaapa (2022)?
It’s such a classic."

Figure 1: Annotated example of recommendation strate-
gies from the Redial dataset between two humans play-
ing the role of Seeker and Recommender.

semantic inconsistencies. For example, their model 041

often generates attributes which do not correspond 042

to the <movie> placeholder, which is filled by the 043

recommendation module later on, e.g. calling a 044

recently released movie “a classic" as in Figure 1. 045

To address this, we present a new attribute-based 046

approach to CRS, which we call AtCRS. This ap- 047

proach leverages the use of Knowledge Graphs 048

(KGs) and external knowledge bases to capture the 049

relevant attributes that explain why a user likes an 050

entity, and then uses this information as a support- 051

ing argument when generating recommendations. 052

For example, if a user mentions that they like a 053

movie because of its lead actor, the recommen- 054

dation should highlight the shared attribute, see 055

Figure 1. 056
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2 CRS Recommendation Strategies057

2.1 Task Definition058

We define an attribute-based recommendation by059

topic shift when, given one or more preferences ex-060

pressed by the user as O1, the system recommends061

a product O2 providing an explanation h on why it062

made that particular recommendation choice.063

To implement this approach, we build upon pre-064

vious work using topic-shifting via entity-bridging065

for open-domain dialogue by Sevegnani et al.066

(2021). Our experiments compare three strategies067

adapted from Sevegnani et al., see Figure 1:068

• recOnly: No connection nor acknowledg-069

ment towards the seeker’s previously ex-070

pressed preferences.071

• acknRec: The recommender first briefly ac-072

knowledges what the seeker previously said073

and provides a recommendation that is not074

necessarily connected to the seeker’s prefer-075

ences. There is no mention of a mid-way con-076

cept or NE.077

• recReason: The recommender repeats a con-078

cept or a named entity (NE) from the seeker’s079

last utterance to connect their preferences with080

the recommended product.081

Our hypothesis is that the latter will increase user082

confidence in the recommended item.083

2.2 Data084

We apply these strategies in the context of CRS by085

extending the commonly used ReDial corpus (Li086

et al., 2018) for generating product recommenda-087

tion strategies in the movie domain. We first filter088

the dataset to only include recommendation turns,089

Redial-rec. We classify a turn as “recommenda-090

tion” if it contains a movie ID (defined with a tag091

beginning with “@”) that has then been classified092

as “suggested” by both the Seeker and the Recom-093

mender in the original Redial data collection. Our094

results suggest that ≈ 20% of all turns are recom-095

mendations. We further filter the recommendation096

corpus by keeping only turns that contain one or097

more movie IDs, or an attribute. We will call this098

sub-corpus StrAtData. We randomly sample 100099

examples of StrAtData for manual annotation.100

2.3 Human Preference101

Next, we are interested which of the strategies are102

preferred by human raters. We randomly sam-103

pled 100 examples for each of the three recom-104

mendation strategies from the automatically an-105

Rating
recOnly 3.4
acknRec 3.53
recReason 3.81*

Table 1: Overall ratings for each recommendation strat-
egy from the human evaluation. * indicates statistical
significance p ≤ 0.01 in regards to both the other strate-
gies.

RecReason AcknRec RecOnly
Manual Ann. 18% 13% 69%

Automatic Ann. 26% 4% 70%

Table 2: Manual and automatic annotation of the
StrAtData corpus using the three strategies: Recom-
mend and Reason, Acknowledge and Recommend, and
Recommend Only.

notated StrAtData sub-corpus. Crowd-workers 106

were asked to evaluate the question “Are you con- 107

fident that the response will enable the seeker to 108

find the movie they are looking for?” on a Likert 109

scale from 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Absolutely). We 110

find that annotators show high agreement on this 111

task (κ = 87.3%). The results in Table 1 show 112

that, as hypothesised, the recReason strategy ob- 113

tains the highest rating. A Wilcoxon signed-rank 114

test confirms that recReason is rated significantly 115

higher than acknRec (p < 0.01) and recOnly 116

(p < 0.0003). 117

3 Implementation of AtCRS 118

For implementing the new recommendation strate- 119

gies, we build upon the prompt-encoder from 120

UniCRS from Wang et al. (2022). In contrast to 121

UniCRS, and in order to reduce inconsistencies, gen- 122

eration and item recommendations are not treated 123

as two separate tasks. Whereas UniCRS first gener- 124

ates a template, which is then filled in by the system 125

after movie selection, we first select the movie to 126

recommend, and then we generate the recommen- 127

dation sentence. During fine-tuning, we change 128

the input encoding for both the prompt encoder 129

and the DialoGPT LM, as shown in Appendix Fig- 130

ure 4: In addition to the inputs from the original 131

UniCRS system, we provide the movie title(s) to 132

be recommended, Mr, their corresponding genres 133

Gm, and, finally, which strategy to use among the 134

three identified in Section 2.2. We separate each 135

of these inputs with sentinel tags: [REC] for the 136

movie to recommend, [GEN] for the movie genres, 137

and [STRAT] for the recommendation strategies. 138
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GT Similarity Content Consistency
BLEU Dist@{2-4} UserOverlap@{2-4} Sent. Acc. Simil.

UniCRS 17.99 0.85, 0.72, 0.59 34.3, 20.2, 14.8 0.35 0.88 0.78
AtCRS 17.91 0.85/0.71/0.57 34.9/21.0/16.0 0.37 0.97 0.92
AtCRS-
strategies

17.78 0.86/0.72/0.6 34.7/20.8/15.7 0.35 0.92 0.87

Table 3: Results comparing UniCRS, AtCRS, and AtCRS-strategies over the metrics described in Section 4.1.1.

Resulting in a model input of:139

Fi={we||pc||Dh||[REC]Mr||[GEN]Gm||[STRAT]st} (1)140

where we is the fused word embeddings, pc is the141

conversation-specific prompt, and Dh is the dialog142

history. The model is trained using cross-entropy143

loss Lce:144

Lce = −
M∑
c=1

yo,clog(po,c) (2)145

4 Experiments146

4.1 Data, Baselines, and Metrics147

We train and evaluate AtCRS to generate recom-148

mendation strategies, using the subset of the Redial149

corpus (StrAtData), as described in Section 2.2.150

We provide the previous dialog turns as ‘gold’ input151

context from the original dataset.152

We compare the AtCRS approach with the orig-153

inal UniCRS model (Wang et al., 2022). Addition-154

ally, we show an ablation study between the origi-155

nal AtCRS model and the same model without en-156

coding the strategy tag as input (AtCRS-strategies).157

Training details can be found in the Appendix.158

4.1.1 Conversational Metrics159

Automatically generated text is commonly evalu-160

ated measuring similarity with respect to a human161

written Ground Truth (GT Similarity), using stan-162

dard metrics such as BLEU and Distinct n-gram163

score Dist2-4. However, these metrics do not ac-164

count for important quality metrics in conversa-165

tional search settings, such as coherence and con-166

sistency with the previous conversational context.167

As such, we propose a new set of metrics aimed at168

measuring Content Consistency:169

UserOverlap@2-4 measures consistency with the170

user request (rather than the GT reference) using171

raw n-gram overlap between the predicted utter-172

ance and the last turn from the seeker.173

Sentiment measures whether the recommendation174

matches the sentiment expressed by the user, aim-175

ing to distinguish likes and dislikes in user prefer-176

ences. We set a sentiment threshold of 0.1, where if177

the difference between the two polarities is greater 178

than the threshold, is considered as a non-match. 179

Strategy Accuracy determines whether the pre- 180

dicted recommendation strategy matches the one 181

identified in the annotations. 182

Genre Similarity calculates BERTScore similarity 183

between the predicted and previously mentioned 184

genres, e.g. the user likes “horror" and the system 185

recommends “a scary movie". 186

5 Results 187

The results in Table 3 show that AtCRS models 188

exhibit superior performance compared to UniCRS 189

across the majority of evaluation metrics, especially 190

the ones which aim to measure Content Consis- 191

tency. The biggest gains can be observed when 192

predicting the type of recommendation strategy, as 193

well as for measuring the similarity of the movie 194

genre between user preference and recommenda- 195

tion. 196

The ablation study (AtCRS-strategies) supports 197

the hypothesis that encoding the strategy infor- 198

mation improves performance. This holds true 199

for both genre similarity prediction and sentiment 200

matching. 201

However, we also observe that the overall sen- 202

timent matching score is relatively low. Our anal- 203

ysis suggests that this may be due to the tendency 204

of the AtCRS model to produce exaggerated utter- 205

ances. For instance, the use of words such as “love” 206

instead of “like” in the model outputs, although 207

semantically similar, results in a higher polarity 208

that exceeds the predefined threshold for sentiment 209

matching. 210

Next, we investigate whether attribute- 211

generation leads to fewer hallucinations. Related 212

work by Maynez et al. (2020) further distinguishes 213

these inconsistencies into “extrinsic hallucina- 214

tions", where model generates facts that are not 215

grounded in any source material, and “intrinsic 216

hallucinations", where the generated output is “un- 217

faithful" to the input, i.e. misrepresent information 218

from the source. For our domain, an extrinsic 219
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Factual Hallucinations
UniCRS 0.262
AtCRS 0.247

Table 4: Comparison of factual hallucinations between
AtCRS and UniCRS outputs.

factual hallucination corresponds to all concepts220

outside of the movie genre domain, i.e., not in221

the MovieLens genre list. Intrinsic faithfulness222

hallucinations correspond to substitutions. For223

example, the predicted genre ‘drama’ against the224

reference ‘comedy’ is an example of a faithfulness225

hallucination. We measure intrinsic faithfulness226

hallucinations using BERTScore similarity. The227

results in table 4 show that AtCRS generates less228

factual hallucinations than UniCRS and, as proven229

from the Similarity results in Table 3, there are230

fewer actual faithfulness hallucinations.231

In order to further illustrate our results, we pro-232

vide a short example-based analysis. The first233

example in Table 2 demonstrates a scenario where234

the seeker expresses the attribute kids as a prefer-235

ence, which is picked up by AtCRS and “my son is236

10" is used as an attribute-based explanation for the237

recReason strategy. While this strategy diverges238

from the GT recOnly, our results in Section 2.3239

show that humans significantly prefer recReason240

over recOnly. In contrast, the UniCRS only ac-241

knowledges the movie preference.242

In the second example in Table 2 demonstrates243

a similar point: Here, the seeker specifies the at-244

tribute horror as a preference. Despite the high245

similarity in surface form between the GT refer-246

ence and the AtCRS output, the strategies employed247

are different. AtCRS utilises a recReason strategy248

that explicitly mentions the attribute horror, while249

the GT implements a recOnly strategy.250

6 Conclusions251

We present a new attribute-based approach to gen-252

erating recommendation strategies for Conversa-253

tional Recommender systems. We first annotate254

three different conversational recommender strate-255

gies, extending previous work. We then show that256

humans prefer strategies that contain an attribute-257

based explanation (recReason). We then imple-258

ment these strategies by extending the state-of-the-259

art UniCRS system to be attribute-driven, where we260

encode contextual information in the input.261

Our results show that our attribute-based system262

AtCRS outperforms UniCRS on the majority of met-263

Seeker: "I need a movie to watch with my kids".
Recommender: "I just recently watched Coco (2017)

with my kids, they loved it. It is an ani-
mated movie but it has a really good plot
and storyline and is really emotional at
the end"

Seeker: "Yes is very good i watch that movie
every day"

UniCRS Output: "That is a great movie."

AtCRS Output: "Have you seen Home Alone (1990)?
That is another good one. My son is 10
and loves it."

Reference: "I also like several classics such as
Home Alone (1990) and the sequels. Do
you prefer more current family films?"

Seeker: "Hi can you help me. I am looking for a
good horror flick"

UniCRS Output: "Sure."
AtCRS Output: "I love horror films! I have seen Scream

2 (1997) and enjoyed it."
Reference: "I like the whole serious Scream 2

(1997) was another good one"

Figure 2: Examples of RecReason strategies from the
AtCRS model outputs.

rics, but most notably on metrics measuring content 264

consistency, which indicates that AtCRS not only 265

leads to strategies which are similar to the human- 266

generated ground-truth, but also to strategies which 267

are more convincing by providing an explanation 268

of why an entity was recommended. 269

The current method of evaluation requires im- 270

provement, as the standard metrics employed in 271

this study were not comprehensive enough to fully 272

gauge the performance of the model. The limi- 273

tations of using reference outputs to compare the 274

model predictions have been highlighted, as the ref- 275

erences themselves contain noise such as spelling 276

mistakes and extraneous information. To overcome 277

this, an alternative method of evaluating the model 278

was proposed by comparing the model’s predic- 279

tions with the context instead of the reference, how- 280

ever, this method was also not deemed to be fully 281

effective. 282

In conclusion, it is important to acknowledge the 283

potential risks associated with the use of conversa- 284

tional models. One concern is that such a model 285

could be trained in a malevolent manner, leading 286

to malicious behaviour that could result in the ma- 287

nipulation of consumer behaviour and raise ethical 288

concerns. In conclusion, while conversational mod- 289

els have the potential to improve human-computer 290

interactions, it is important to consider the potential 291

risks and unintended consequences of such tech- 292

nology. 293
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A Appendix 330

UniCRS AtCRS

Tokenizer DialoGPT-
small

DialoGPT-
medium

Language model DialoGPT-
small

DialoGPT-
medium

Text tokenizer Roberta-
base

Roberta-
base

Text encoder Roberta-
base

Roberta-
base

Gradient accumulation
steps

1 1

Train batch size 8 4

Eval batch size 16 8

Num warmup steps 6345 772

Context max length 200 512

Response max length 183 185

Num train epochs 10 15

Table 5: Training details for the conversation task for
both UniCRS and AtCRS

B Human Evaluation 331

In order to understand whether users prefer cer- 332

tain strategies based on the turn position inside the 333

dialog, we picked the same percentage of exam- 334

ples ( 33%) from one of the three dialog positions: 335

beginning, middle, end. Given that the average 336

dialog length is 13 turns, we consider the begin- 337

ning as turn 1-4, middle as turn 5-10, and end of 338

the dialog as turn 11-13 (and beyond). In order to 339

evaluate confidence/trust, we asked crowd-workers 340

to evaluate the question“Are you confident that the 341

response will enable the seeker to find the movie 342

they are looking for?” on a Likert scale from 1 (Not 343

at all) to 5 (Absolutely). In order to assure annota- 344

tion quality we selected Master workers, located in 345

an English-speaking country, and had submitted at 346

least 1000 tasks with an acceptance rate of at least 347

90%. These constraints help guarantee the quality 348

of the collected data, excluding users clicking on 349

Train Dev Test
Redial 163.8k 18.5k 23.9k
Redial-rec 33.9k 3.8k 4.4k
StrAtData 25.9k 2.8k 3.5k

Table 6: Difference in size between the train-dev-
test split of all three datasets mentioned in Section 2.2.
Redial is the original dataset, Redial-rec corresponds
to a subset of the first containing the recommendation
utterances only, and StrAtData is a further subset in-
cluding at least one movie or concept mention.
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the task just for its payment.350

RecReason AcknRec RecOnly

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

15.0

17.5

20.0

Figure 3: Preference for turn position in the dialog for
each of the recommendation strategies.

atCRS

𝑤! 𝑝" 𝐷# 𝑀$ 𝐺% 𝑠&

If you like 𝐺%	movies why don’t you watch 𝑀$?

[REC] [GEN] [STRAT]

Figure 4: Revisited input for the AtCRS model.

Rating
same strategy, low BLEU 3.69
high BLEU, diff strategy 3.82

Table 7: Human evaluationof the AtCRS model outputs.
Results are not statistically significant.

Seeker: "Hi! I am looking for a romantic comedy
like My Best Friend’s Wedding (1997)".

Recommender: "Hey there, Pretty Woman (1990) was
a good one."

Seeker: "I’ve seen it! But I like all of the Julia
Roberts movies."

Recommender: "Then if you like Julia Roberts you got
a classic like Eat Pray Love (2010)."

Seeker: "Hey any good recommendations for
Disney movies? I like the musical ones."

Recommender: "Have you seen Coco (2017) or Trolls
(2016)? High School Musical is an-
other good one too."

Seeker: "I love love love the High School Mu-
sical. My all time favorites are Beauty
and the Beast (1992), A Goofy Movie
(1995) , The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(1996) and Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs (1937) just to name a few."

Recommender: "Did you know that Captain America
is also a Disney movie?"

Figure 5: Examples of a RecReason strategy for recom-
mendation.

Recommender: "What are your 3 favorite genres?"
Seeker: "I like comedy and action".

. . .
UniCRS Output: "Yes, they are pretty good. Have you

seen any movies recently?"

AtCRS Output: "Tropic Thunder (2008) is a funny com-
edy. It is a little bit dark."

Reference: "I know Kevin Hart had a part in it, too.
Have you seen Tropic Thunder (2008)?"

Recommender: "How are you today?"
Seeker: "Hi, I liked The Purge (2013) can you

recommend something similar?
Recommender: What kind of movies do you like? my

favorite is Fight Club (1999)
Seeker: "I haven’t seen it. How about a war

movie then?"
UniCRS Output: "Maybe a action movie like The Shaw-

shank Redemption (1994), or a full on
drama like The Terminator (1984) or a
horror movie like Kiss the Girls (1995)"

AtCRS Output: "There’s also Enemy at the Gates (2001).
It’s good and violent, but well deserved."

Reference: "Enemy at the Gates (2001) is really
good snipers during the battle of Stal-
ingrad"

Figure 6: More examples of model outputs
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